
Data Fusion (Christian) 

 

Data fusion scenarios:  

1. Centralized computers 

2. Decentralized scenario (of interest) 

 

Structure 

Sensor gives input (measurements) to nodes. 

Input from UI (making observations, see someone in the room) 

Other nodes (interconnected nodes, tree structure, other structures also possible e.g. 

Star) 

 

Sequence 

Sensor gets measurement, computes likelihood of pose. 

Likelihood sent to main node (treated as anonymous sender), combines all likelihoods 

(fuse likelihood). 

Yellow color indicates all likelihoods gathered. 

 

Decentralization 

E.g. three robots going into building 

No central hub where all robots send information and get replies (fails if one robot 

fails, others are affected). 

Not one central computer  

(if routing computer fails, entire network goes down) 

Advantages:-  

1. Scalability: all nodes are independent of the network structure. 

2. Robustness 

3. Modularity 

 

Implemented this paper (not just theoretical) 

 

Node Structure 

Local filter 

Channel filter: manages information flow between different nodes, filters out 

information that two nodes have in common. 

Topology manager (in this paper they use tree structure, helps in message passing 

between robots) 

 

Cycles avoided in their structure, don’t need global topology information, undirected 

graphs. 

 

Local Filter 

Get the belief state of pose 

Extract features out of those belief states 

Prediction step (might be to make sure that all nodes are synced up,  predicts m time 

steps ahead, P(Xk | xk-m) ) 

 

IF vs. KF 

Diff. between them is that in IF, invert matrices to get canonical form of Gaussian) 

Prediction step: O(n
2.4

) vs. O(n
2
) 



Vice versa for measurement update 

 

Control 

Two types:  

1. coordinated control: decides next move based on local observation 

2. Cooperative control through negotiation: all robots have the same information, 

so they negotiate collectively which robot should go where for the next move. 

 

Discussion about information sharing, coupling, how the different terms mean 

different things, etc. 

 

Experiments 

Don’t compare different methods, graphs show that their method makes belief space 

much better). 

They do implement at system level and it’s very cool (fighter jets, autonomous 

vehicles, etc, find link to video) 

 

 

Info Theoretic Control of Sensor Platforms 

Presented by max 

 

Optimal control using single agent. 

1 robot, moves with constant velocity. 

Sensor detects direction to its target. 

Problem is formulated into matrix form minimize determinant of error covariance 

matrix. 

 

Sensor platform trajectory 

Moves laterally (bearings only sensor, with Gaussian error on sensor). 

 

Tweaking the time horizon effect. 

Care about the information gain only towards the end of the path. 

Algorithm optimizes the info at the end. 

 

Effect of prior information. 

Based on the type of prior belief, the robot veers to the side very quickly in its path or 

very late, towards the end of the path. 

 

Multi robot, multi sensor 

Local utility and global utility concept. 

 

Optimizing global utility 

Case:  

1. no coupling: cooperation not reqd. locally optimal action is also globally 

optimal 

2. coupling: partial derivative of the coupled utility wrt to all the actions. Agents 

have local knowledge, and try to optimize it based on global stuff 

3. full cooperation: coupled utility partial derivative is non zero and  

 

 



Experiments 

Two robots, const velocity, action u, sets bearing relative to location of feature, range 

only sensors, noise with known standard deviation, problem changes and falls into 

diff boxes on the flowchart, based on thresholds on vales of matrix Y.  

Zone 1, zone 2 and zone 3 based on Y values. 

 

7 cases explained in PDF, action space for both the robots plotted as contours and 

max and min plotted. 


